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ARTIFACT ONE


https://sd43bcca.sharepoint.com/:p:/
r/sites/BusinessEducation9Q2/Student
%20Work/Working%20files/127SWang,%20David/Current%20Events%2
0Presentation/Mini%20Project%20(1).p
ptx?d=we641d7dfbbec4abaa07b492
bf055285c&csf=1&web=1&e=crciJW

Uneployment in Canada
Personal Awareness
and responsiblilties.

I chose personal Awareness and responsiblities because I did
this project for business class. We learned about how
unemployement happens and the different reasons why it
happens. Your behavior in a company, the way you work and
habbits can get you unemployed. You aslo need to know
when the company is going to go bankrupt, this way you can
be prepared to be uneployed and have saved some money
to still survive. You need to be responsible for how you live and
deal with uneployment and chose a company that will give
you an emergency fund if they go bankrupt. During this project
I was able to learn about personal Awarness and
responsibilities in being an adult.

ARTIFACT TWO
French revolution podcast project


https://sd43bccamy.sharepoint.com/:w:/g
/personal/127tjovanovic_sd43_bc_ca/E
VJqGoWTwgdOqN3WebF
33TABT1PEUm6L8hbJNjqa
Vs36VA?email=127DWANG1%40sd43.bc.ca&
e=4%3Ajz1nmg&at=9&CI
D=d01a8bfb-f4b5-ffd1a6b3-a7e00d36b842

Communication
I chose communication as my core competencies
because during this group project, me and my group
mates worked together and slit the work together. We
were able to get everything done in time and hoepfully
we are going to get a good mark. We helped each other
out, did research on a specific french revolution question
that we chose. Four of us didn't have any argument, we
found joy working together. My digital literacy skills are as
good as ever, being able to find good information. During
this project I learned about how brutal the French people
used to be, gullitine people, putting dead peoples head
on a pike and walking around like a parade.

All

about me.

Creative thinking

https://sd43bcca.sharepoint.com/:p:/r/sites/
BusinessEducation9Q2/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx
?sourcedoc=%7BB4297CD3-A2B3-4DCEA4C4DF98BD0EC93A%7D&file=All%20about%20me.
pptx&action=edit&mobileredirect=true&Defa
ultItemOpen=1&ct=1615133484824&wdOrigin
=OFFICECOMWEB.MAIN.OTHER&cid=c6ce3c73-642a-4f0baa3e-e09bbaf10b7e

ARTIFACT THREE

I chose creative thinking as my
core competencies because I have to
think about something about myself, but
also make it very interesting. By using
creative thinking, I was able to create
something easy to read, and easy to
understand. I did this project for busniness
class, it was introduction. I used creative
thinking to leave a good impression for
the teacher. Thinking creatively can
open up someones mind and be creative
and think differently which teacher like.

